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SA1NT Unbreakable
Slim jeans, £350
Tested by Jordan Gibbons for
nine months, 3000 miles
The most comfortable and best looking riding
jeans I’ve tested. The key to this is in the fabric,
which is standard denim that’s woven with 25%
Dyneema for the abrasion resistance plus 5%
nylon and 2% elastane. There’s always a trade
off and they only receive the CE Level B rating,
although Saint point out the fabric itself
achieves a AA rating. There are armour pockets
inside at the hip and knee, designed for D3Os
new Level 1 Ghost armour (£46 extra). If looking
and feeling good is an important factor for riding
jeans, these are the ones to go for.
Quality ★★★★★ Value ★★★★★
www.saint.eu
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Tested by Simon Brown for
three months, 1000 miles
Armoured jeans are spot-on for
riding my retro Ducati Scrambler
on sunny days and I am impressed
with these skinny fit ones from
Bull-it. They are made using the
firm’s ‘Oneskin’ denim and are
rated to the AA CE-standard. Level
2 hip and knee armour is included
in the box for added protection.
The fabric is also claimed water
resistant, so getting caught in a
shower shouldn’t be too much of
an issue. Comfort is great on the
bike, with stretch panels allowing
plenty of movement while at the
same time not making the Bobbers
draw too much attention to
themselves as motorcycle
clothing. In keeping with the skinny
fit, the ankles (complete with
sewn-in retro turn-ups) are narrow
so bear that in mind if you wear
normal bike boots with your riding
jeans. I wear a pair of short lace-up
RST boots which work fine. These
are really nice jeans and they’ve
been my go-to pair for the Summer.
Quality ★★★★★
Value ★★★★★
www.bull-it.com

Roadskin Easyrider
jeans, £139
Tested by Martin Fitz-Gibbons for
two years, 4000 miles
The whole of the outer surface of the
Easyrider offers protection from road
rash, thanks to being made from a mix of
40% Kevlar and 60% cotton. Protection is
rated to the solid AA standard, making
them roughly as protective as decent
textiles. Hip and knee armour meets Level
2 impact protection and, as importantly,
feels soft, flexible and well-positioned.
They’re just 500g heavier than my regular
jeans, while only a little stiffer and hotter.
Quality ★★★★★ Value ★★★★★
www.roadskin.co.uk

Oxford Original
Approved, £119.99

Tested by Mike Armitage for
six months, 1000 miles
My beef with riding jeans is that all the
linings and reinforcements make them
heavy and cumbersome. They become
something you put on for riding and so you
might as well put leathers on. Enter
Oxford’s Original Approved. They use a
denim they call Armourlite, woven using a
fibre original used for parachutes. It’s
robust enough for an AA rating in CE tests,
meaning the main impact points survive
for at least two seconds when thrust into
the abrasion testing machine at 45mph or
so. Knee armour is level 2 (hurrah), hip
armour is level 1 (boo). While obviously not
as good as AAA rated (or leather), it means
Oxford have a single-layer jean safe
enough for urban riding and touring. And
being a single layer means light – and,
crucially, something you genuinely can
wear at work all day.
Quality ★★★★★ Value ★★★★★
www.oxfordriderwear.com

Bull-it Bobber
jeans, £149.99

Tested by Ben Clarke for three
months, 1400 miles
These use tough Cordura denim with a Kevlar
lining and CE level 2 armour at the hips and
knees to achieve a coveted AAA safety rating
(the highest a garment can get). And the best
news is that the added safety doesn’t come at
the cost of comfort. They’re not as cool and
comfortable to wear as a pair of standard
jeans but they’re not far off and I know what I’d
rather be wearing in a slide. The hip armour is
a bit bulky and cumbersome and I often
remove it if I’m just nipping out.
Quality ★★★★★ Value ★★★★★
www.rst-moto.com

Parachute fibre
keeps them light
but strong too

RATINGS POOR ★ AVERAGE ★★ GOOD ★★★
VERY GOOD ★★★★ EXCEPTIONAL ★★★★★

Draggin Revz
jeans, £229.99
Tested by Richard Newland for three
years, 35,000 miles
The stretchy fit means they’re well-tailored,
and go well over big boots. There are hip and
knee pockets for CE armour (not included). The
extensive lining is the firm’s RooMoto MR7.0
(now MR7+), which is a mix of knitted Kevlar
and Dyneema. Draggin claim a 75-metre slide
time (7.45s). My Revz predate the latest prEN
17092 ratings and Draggin make no claims of
CE certification, despite the same construction
as their AA rated ‘Biker’ jean. The outer is
impregnated with a silicone coating to keep
filth and moisture at bay and it does make the
material does feel a bit odd. The only other
downside is that they don’t ‘breathe’ very well.
Quality ★★★★★ Value ★★★★★
www.sportsbikeshop.co.uk
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